Data from the countries can be requested by the individual data providers of the countries included in this study. Researchers interested in inquiring about access to data can find the contact details in [S1 Data Statement](#pmed.1003103.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Introduction {#sec007}
============

Interventions during childbirth can be necessary to prevent maternal and perinatal mortality and morbidity \[[@pmed.1003103.ref001]\]. The use of many interventions during childbirth is increasing worldwide and can improve maternal and perinatal outcomes in facilities where the care provided is too little or too late \[[@pmed.1003103.ref002],[@pmed.1003103.ref003]\]. In contrast, some interventions are performed too frequently and too soon in several countries \[[@pmed.1003103.ref002]\]. Although interventions have potential advantages, they are not without risks that may harm women, physically and mentally, and their babies, and therefore, unnecessary use should be avoided \[[@pmed.1003103.ref004]\]. Furthermore, overuse leads to unnecessarily high healthcare costs \[[@pmed.1003103.ref005]\]. The use of interventions should be a balance between being sufficient to improve maternal and perinatal outcomes and not exceeding the 'point of optimality', after which more frequent use will lead to more harm than benefit at population level \[[@pmed.1003103.ref006]\]. A certain amount of intercountry variation in the use of childbirth interventions is expected and may be necessary, because maternal and perinatal characteristics differ between countries and this may affect clinical decision-making. Conversely, unexpectedly large variations in the use of childbirth interventions without improved outcomes in areas with high use are important indicators of overuse \[[@pmed.1003103.ref004]\]. Wide variations are unexpected when not attributable to differences in population characteristics \[[@pmed.1003103.ref004]\].

Several previous international studies and reports \[[@pmed.1003103.ref007]--[@pmed.1003103.ref010]\] have described variations in intervention rates, but these were limited by the lack of adjustments for population characteristics. This study sought to explore correlations between interventions and births without interventions and whether higher or lower intervention rates were accompanied by higher or lower rates of adverse maternal and/or perinatal outcomes. The aim of our study was 3-fold: first, to describe the range of variations in commonly used childbirth interventions, and birth outcomes, among nulliparous and multiparous women in high-income countries around the world, by comparing rates, adjusted for population characteristics; second, to examine correlations between interventions and between interventions and adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes; third, to describe the quality of the data from the respective countries.

Methods {#sec008}
=======

Data collection {#sec009}
---------------

The study methods have been described previously in a prospective study protocol \[[@pmed.1003103.ref011]\]. This study is reported according to the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) guideline (S1 STROBE Checklist). In summary, existing data were obtained, mainly, from national registry data from high-income countries for the year of birth of 2013. This multinational cross-sectional study was conceived during a meeting of European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) Action IS1405 'BIRTH' \[[@pmed.1003103.ref012]\]. All countries included in the COST Action were asked whether they had access to national data or data from a representative sample and whether they were interested in taking part in this study. Investigators in 27 countries expressed interest in taking part, and of these countries, we explored whether the data met the inclusion criteria. Countries were included based on availability of data, permission of data usage, and whether the a priori inclusion criteria could be met. Inclusion criteria were availability of anonymised data from a representative sample of all births of a singleton from 37 weeks' gestation onwards in a country or state and available data on parity, gestational age at birth, and singleton or multiple gestation. Twelve of the 27 countries invited and one state of a country were able to provide sufficient data for inclusion in the study (Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Iceland, Ireland, England, the Netherlands, Belgium, the state of Hesse \[Germany\], Malta, USA, and Chile). Data from eight countries (Norway, Iceland, Ireland, the Netherlands, Belgium, Malta, USA, and Chile) were analysed in the Netherlands, because anonymised crude data from these countries were available. Data from four other countries and one state within a country (Finland, Sweden, Denmark, England, and the state of Hesse \[Germany\]) were analysed in the country itself, in close collaboration with the principal investigator in the Netherlands, because transfer of crude data was not possible due to data protection or ethical regulations or the time required to get a data transfer approval.

Participation of the other 14 invited countries was not possible. In some countries, the costs of preparing the data for transfer were too high or the procedures to retrieve the required data proved too complicated. In other countries, the available data were unsuitable because they were not from a representative sample of the population or were largely incomplete.

Independent and dependent variables {#sec010}
-----------------------------------

The following variables were defined as population characteristics: parity (nulliparous; multiparous), maternal age (\<20; 20--24; 25--29; 30--34; 35--39; ≥40 years), maternal body mass index (BMI) (\<18.5; 18.5--24.9; 25.0--29.9; 30.0--34.9; 35.0--39.9; ≥40.0 kg/m^2^), gestational weight gain (mean IQR, in grams), ethnicity (majority group; minorities), education (high; medium; low), and socioeconomic status (high; medium; low). It was not possible to categorise ethnicity in native versus nonnative populations, because of difficulties in defining these groups, particularly for the USA. Therefore, we categorised this variable as 'majority group' or 'minorities'. For the USA, additional categories were added to clarify allocation of ethnicity because a distinction was made between non-Hispanic and Hispanic ethnicity, with additional subgroups within these ethnic groups. Because socioeconomic status was not recorded in most countries, the variable 'education' was added. Education was categorised as high (bachelor degree or postsecondary-level education), medium (secondary or high school level), and low (primary school, without finishing secondary school, or no education). These categories were based on consensus of the authors in order to be able to combine the categories of all countries reporting educational level. The following variables were defined as birth characteristics: gestational age (37; 38; 39; 40; 41; ≥42 weeks), birth weight (\<2,500; 2,500--3,499; 3,500--4,499; ≥4,500 g), place of birth (hospital; birth centre; home), and responsible care provider at onset of labour and at birth (midwife/nurse midwife; obstetrician/gynaecologist; general practitioner; other).

Primary outcomes added after publication of the study protocol \[[@pmed.1003103.ref011]\] were onset of labour (spontaneous; induction of labour; prelabour cesarean section \[CS\]), intrapartum use of oxytocin, intrapartum antibiotics, and any pharmacological intrapartum pain relief. The variable 'onset of labour' was adjusted with respect to induction of labour and prelabour CS. Intrapartum use of oxytocin included either use of oxytocin for induction of labour or for augmentation of labour. The type of CS was defined based on the time of the intervention. A prelabour CS was a CS before the active phase of labour and includes emergency CS during pregnancy. A birth could be allocated to either induction or prelabour CS. A CS after induction of labour was defined as emergency CS during labour. Any intrapartum pharmacological pain relief included either epidural anaesthesia or other methods of pharmacological pain relief (e.g., pethidine injections). Pharmacological pain relief was defined as the use of medication to relieve labour pain, and therefore, prelabour CS was excluded from analyses. However, it was not possible for all countries to discern epidural/spinal anaesthesia for emergency CS performed after the onset of labour from epidural/spinal anaesthesia for labour pain. The term used to describe CS was changed from 'planned versus emergency' to 'prelabour versus emergency during labour' because in most countries, CS was categorised as prelabour or during labour. However, in some countries, the distinction was based on whether the CS was in fact a clinical emergency. When the reason for the CS was described as a clinical emergency but the exact timing of CS was not recorded, e.g., before or during labour, this CS was assigned to the category of 'emergency during labour'. Augmentation of labour was described for births with a spontaneous onset, pain medication for births without prelabour CS, episiotomy and obstetric anal sphincter injury (OASI) for vaginal births (excluding CSs), and Apgar score \< 7 after 5 minutes for live births. OASI was defined as a perineal tear with a disruption of the anal sphincter muscles and/or to the anal epithelium \[[@pmed.1003103.ref013]\]. Other primary outcomes were artificial rupture of membranes, spontaneous vaginal birth, instrumental vaginal birth, active management of third stage of labour, and use of oxytocin postpartum. Adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes were perinatal mortality up to 7 days, Apgar score below 7 at 5 minutes, maternal mortality up to 7 days, postpartum haemorrhage ≥ 1,000 ml (PPH), and OASI.

Analysis and missing data {#sec011}
-------------------------

Results were analysed and presented by country, and total numbers in each country and percentages of each variable were presented. Intervention rates were stratified for nulliparous and multiparous women. For each variable, the percentages of missing data were calculated. Univariable analyses were conducted on variations in rates of interventions and adverse outcomes, and multivariable analyses were conducted to adjust these variations for parity, maternal age, ethnicity, prepregnancy BMI, education, and infant birth weight. Unadjusted and adjusted odds ratios (aORs) were calculated, with the mean incidence of the variable as the reference category, weighted for the sample size of each country to ensure that all countries contributed equally. A 99% confidence interval (CI) was used to account for multiple testing in a large data set. The eight countries that provided crude data were included in the multivariable logistic regression analyses. Based on the study protocol, if more than 10% of data on a dependent variable were missing for a country, this country's data were excluded from the analysis for that specific variable. Data on an independent variable with more than 5% of missing data were included in the multivariable analyses using multiple imputation. Data for the variables ethnicity, BMI, and education were imputed for Norway, Iceland, the Netherlands, Belgium, Malta, and Chile, using predictive mean matching in the R package Multivariate Imputation via Chained Equations (mice) for each country separately \[[@pmed.1003103.ref014]\], and for the USA in STATA version 14. Multiple imputed data from the USA were too large to be included in the multivariable analyses. Therefore, data from USA were randomly compressed 10 times in multivariable analyses including ethnicity and education.

As described in the protocol \[[@pmed.1003103.ref011]\], we linked the results of the interventions to obtain better understanding of relationships between interventions and presented these correlations in graphs. However, we also calculated Spearman's rank correlation coefficients to quantify the intercountry associations of intervention rates, population characteristics, and adverse outcomes. Spearman's rank correlation coefficients were calculated on variables when data from at least eight countries were available and only if the unadjusted ORs were statistically significantly different across countries. A correlation of −0.60 ≤ rho ≥ 0.60 was considered strong \[[@pmed.1003103.ref015]\] and indicated in bold text in the tables.

Statistical analyses were performed using STATA version 14 (StataCorp, Texas, USA) and R Statistics 3.6.0.

Quality assessment {#sec012}
------------------

Data quality was assessed using five questions on standard quality procedures, missing data, dealing with contradictions, data coverage, and other data checks performed in each country \[[@pmed.1003103.ref016]\]. When crude data were used, the same definitions of variables were used for all countries, and the analyses were conducted by the principal investigator in the Netherlands. When aggregate data were provided by a country, these were analysed by the investigator of the country in close collaboration with the principal investigator in the Netherlands who provided detailed instructions on methods and variables.

Ethics approval {#sec013}
---------------

Ethical approval was not needed for all countries. This study has been approved by the Amsterdam UMC, location VUmc (reference WC2016-055; <http://www.ccmo.nl/en/your-research-does-it-fall-under-the-wmo>); the Regional Committees for Ethics in Medical Research in Norway (reference 2017/616/REK vest); and the National Bioethics Committee in Iceland (reference VSN-16-157).

Results {#sec014}
=======

Included countries and missing data {#sec015}
-----------------------------------

Data from the following countries were included in this study: Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Iceland, Ireland, England, the Netherlands, Belgium, the state of Hesse (Germany), Malta, USA, and Chile. The total number of births in this study was 4,729,307. National characteristics, proportions of the total number of births included for each country, and data sources used can be found in [S1 Table](#pmed.1003103.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. In one country, two dependent variables ('artificial rupture of membranes' and 'use of oxytocin postpartum') had more than 10% missing and these were excluded from further analyses. Missing population characteristics concerning BMI and education were not randomly distributed. Missing data in the independent variables ethnicity, BMI, and education were imputed for use in the multivariable analyses because of missing data in more than 5% of the records.

Variations in population and birth characteristics {#sec016}
--------------------------------------------------

Population and birth characteristics are presented in Tables [1](#pmed.1003103.t001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#pmed.1003103.t002){ref-type="table"}. Rates of births at ≥42 weeks' gestation varied from 0.1% in Malta and Chile to 6.7% in Sweden. Countries with the lowest numbers of births at ≥42 weeks' gestation had higher numbers of births at 37 weeks' gestation (varying from 4.2% in Iceland to 9.1% in Chile) and vice versa. We found a similar pattern for infant birth weight: countries with lower rates of birth weight \< 2,500 g had higher rates of birth weight ≥ 4,500 g and vice versa ([Table 2](#pmed.1003103.t002){ref-type="table"}). The proportion of births in a hospital or birth centre varied from 85.1% in the Netherlands to 99.98% in Chile, with lower rates of epidural anaesthesia (rho = 0.62) among nulliparous women in countries with higher rates of out-of-hospital births.

10.1371/journal.pmed.1003103.t001

###### Population characteristics by country of births of a single child at ≥37 weeks' gestation in 2013.

![](pmed.1003103.t001){#pmed.1003103.t001g}

  Characteristics                                         FIN        SWE                                         NOR       DNK        ISL        IRL        ENG       NLD       BEL       HESSE    MLT     USA                                           CHL
  ------------------------------------------------------- ---------- ------------------------------------------- --------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- --------- --------- -------- ------- --------------------------------------------- ---------
  **Parity, %**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Nulliparous women                                       40.4       43.8                                        41.6      46.4       39.6       37.9       39.9      44.7      43.2      50.0     50.9    39.8                                          44.0
  Multiparous women                                       59.6       56.2                                        58.4      53.6       60.4       62.1       60.1      55.3      56.9      50.0     49.1    60.2                                          56.0
  Missing, %                                              0.0        0.2                                         0.0       0.12       0.0        0.03       21.2      0.0       0.0       0.0      0.0     0.0                                           0.0
  **Total *n***                                           5,431      10,457                                      54,951    50,692     3,987      62,592     410,366   152,644   112,907   44,722   3,781   3,500,397                                     173,388
  **Maternal age, %**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  \<20 years                                              2.0        14.8[\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   1.5       1.4        1.9        2.1        4.8       1.2       1.9       1.8      4.0     7.1                                           14.2
  20--24 years                                            14.7       13.9                                        11.3      17.1       9.6        18.8       10.0      13.1      11.6      13.2     23.0    24.6                                          
  25--29 years                                            30.5       31.2                                        32.2      31.1       30.6       20.7       28.7      30.8      34.4      26.9     30.5    28.8                                          24.0
  30--34 years                                            33.2       33.6                                        33.5      35.2       30.6       36.9       28.9      37.6      33.7      34.9     35.7    26.4                                          21.2
  35--39 years                                            16.3       20.4[\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   15.8      17.5       15.8       25.3       14.8      17.2      13.9      20.1     14.5    12.0                                          12.3
  ≥40 years                                               3.5        3.2                                         3.6       4.0        5.4        3.6        3.2       3.0       4.7       2.1      2.8     3.7                                           
  Missing, %                                              0.0        0.1                                         0.01      0.0        0.0        0.0        1.2       \<0.01    0.0       0.0      0.0     0.0                                           0.0
  **Maternal body mass index, %**                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  \<18.5 kg/m^2^                                          3.5        2.8                                         4.2       4.4        3.0        \-         \-        \-        5.4       3.7      2.8     3.9                                           \-
  18.5--24.9 kg/m^2^                                      61.0       56.8                                        61.1      62.0       55.5       \-         \-        \-        60.1      58.7     58.8    47.3                                          \-
  25.0--29.9 kg/m^2^                                      22.3       24.5                                        22.3      21.1       23.7       \-         \-        \-        22.2      23.5     23.8    25.4                                          \-
  30.0--34.9 kg/m^2^                                      8.8        12.3[\*](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   8.6       8.3        11.2       \-         \-        \-        8.6       9.0      9.5     13.1                                          \-
  35.0--39.9 kg/m^2^                                      3.1        2.8                                         2.9       4.3        \-         \-         \-        2.7       3.4       3.7      6.2     \-                                            
  ≥40.0 kg/m^2^                                           1.3        1.1                                         1.4       2.4        \-         \-         \-        0.9       1.7       1.3      4.2     \-                                            
  Missing, %                                              1.3        3.7                                         36.1      1.2        19.3                                      5.4       8.0      22.9    13.5                                          
  **Gestational weight gain, mean (IQR), in kilograms**   \-         10.6                                        14.1      \-         14.4       \-         \-        \-        12.5      13.7     14.5    13.7                                          \-
  (7--15)                                                 (10--18)   (11--18)                                    (9--16)   (10--17)   (11--18)   (10--18)                                                                                                
  Missing, %                                                         \-                                          71.5                 30.6                                      7.6       13.9     67.3    13.9                                          
  **Ethnicity, %**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
  Majority group                                          90.3       73.0                                        72.9      81.8       88.2       \-         79.6      75.1      78.9      79.2     86.5    76.5[^\$^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   \-
  Minorities                                              9.7        27.0                                        27.1      18.2       11.8       \-         20.4      24.9      21.1      20.8     13.5    23.5                                          \-
  Missing, %                                              0.5        0.0                                         1.4       1.7        0.1                   7.2       0.8       8.7       0.0      0.2     0.0                                           
  Non-Hispanic:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  White                                                   \-         \-                                          \-        \-         \-         \-         \-        \-        \-        \-       \-      57.9                                          \-
  Black                                                   \-         \-                                          \-        \-         \-         \-         \-        \-        \-        \-       \-      14.6                                          \-
  American Indian or Alaskan Native                       \-         \-                                          \-        \-         \-         \-         \-        \-        \-        \-       \-      1.0                                           \-
  Asian/Pacific Islander                                  \-         \-                                          \-        \-         \-         \-         \-        \-        \-        \-       \-      6.6                                           \-
  Hispanic                                                \-         \-                                          \-        \-         \-         \-         \-        \-        \-        \-       \-      19.8                                          \-
  Missing, %                                                                                                                                                                                               0.0                                           
  **Education, %**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
  High                                                    45.2       52.3                                        \-        43.7       \-         \-         \-        \-        45.7      \-       34.1    38.0                                          30.5
  Medium                                                  42.5       38.6                                        \-        40.3       \-         \-         \-        \-        37.4      \-       63.1    46.2                                          57.9
  Low                                                     14.2       9.1                                         \-        16.6       \-         \-         \-        \-        16.8      \-       2.8     15.8                                          11.6
  Missing, %                                                         12.0                                                  8.7                                                  10.8               3.9     10.5                                          0.01
  **Socioeconomic status, %**                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
  High                                                    19.2       \-                                          \-        \-         \-         \-         35.0      21.2      \-        \-       \-      \-                                            \-
  Medium                                                  37.9       \-                                          \-        \-         \-         \-         45.6      45.4      \-        \-       \-      \-                                            \-
  Low                                                     16.7       \-                                          \-        \-         \-         \-         19.4      33.4      \-        \-       \-      \-                                            \-
  Missing, %                                              26.2                                                                                              1.6       3.5                                                                                

\*SWE: the age categories \<20 years/20--24 years and 35--39 years/≥40 years and the body mass index categories of \>30 kg/m^2^ are taken together in the Swedish data.

^\$^USA: the majority group includes both non-Hispanic white women and Hispanic white women.

Abbreviations: BEL, Belgium; CHL, Chile; DNK, Denmark; ENG, England; FIN, Finland; HESSE, the state of Hesse (Germany); IRL, Ireland; ISL, Iceland; MLT, Malta; NLD, the Netherlands; NOR, Norway; SWE, Sweden; USA, United States of America

10.1371/journal.pmed.1003103.t002

###### Birth characteristics by country in 2013.

![](pmed.1003103.t002){#pmed.1003103.t002g}

  Characteristics                                               FIN                                        SWE       NOR                                           DNK      ISL                                           IRL      ENG                                        NLD       BEL                                         HESSE                                         MLT                                        USA                                          CHL
  ------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ --------- --------------------------------------------- -------- --------------------------------------------- -------- ------------------------------------------ --------- ------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------- ---------
  **Total *n***                                                 54,310                                     104,570   54,951                                        50,692   3,987                                         62,613   410,366                                    152,644   112,907                                     44,722                                        3,781                                      3,500,397                                    173,477
  **Gestational age, %[\^](#t002fn012){ref-type="table-fn"}**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  37 weeks                                                      4.6                                        \-        5.0                                           4.7      4.2                                           \-       6.1                                        7.6       7.7                                         7.2                                           8.5                                        8.7                                          9.1
  38 weeks                                                      13.2                                       \-        12.5                                          13.7     11.8                                          \-       13.7                                       16.6      20.1                                        20.2                                          23.3                                       17.8                                         31.3
  39 weeks                                                      27                                         \-        25.1                                          23.4     27.8                                          \-       24.8                                       26.6      30.7                                        27                                            32.2                                       42                                           31.6
  40 weeks                                                      30.2                                       \-        30.4                                          30.7     32.3                                          \-       30.1                                       29.7      30.6                                        30.1                                          32.3                                       24                                           22.9
  41 weeks                                                      20.3                                       \-        23                                            25.7     21.7                                          \-       20.9                                       18        10.8                                        14.9                                          3.5                                        7.1                                          5.1
  ≥42 weeks                                                     4.7                                        6.7       4.0                                           1.9      2.2                                           \-       4.4                                        1.4       0.3                                         0.6                                           0.1                                        0.5                                          0.1
  **Birth weight, %**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  \<2,500 g                                                     1.0                                        2.1       1.0                                           1.1      0.5                                           \-       2.5                                        1.8       2.2                                         1.6                                           2.8                                        2.4                                          1.7
  2,500--3,499 g                                                96.3                                       43.1      42.8                                          44.5     35.9                                          \-       53.2                                       49        58.7                                        54.8                                          65.5                                       58.9                                         57.2
  3,500--4,499 g                                                53.5                                       51.3      53.1                                          51.6     58.8                                          \-       42.3                                       47.2      38.2                                        42.4                                          31.2                                       37.5                                         40.5
  ≥4,500 g                                                      2.7                                        3.5       3.2                                           2.7      4.8                                           \-       1.9                                        2.1       0.9                                         1.2                                           0.6                                        1.2                                          0.6
  Missing, %                                                    0.02                                       0.03      0.0                                           1.0      0.0                                                    2.3                                        0.1       0.03                                        0.0                                           0.0                                        0.1                                          0.0
  **Place of birth, %**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  Hospital                                                      99.7                                       98        99.1                                          99       94.3                                          \-       84                                         85.1      99.3                                        98.4[^\$^](#t002fn007){ref-type="table-fn"}   99.6                                       98.5                                         99.98
  Birth centre                                                  \-                                         2.0       \-                                            \-       3.6                                           \-       15.2                                       \-        0.1                                         1.2                                           \-                                         0.5                                          \-
  Home                                                          0.04                                       0.01      0.2                                           0.8      2.0                                           \-       \- [\*](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   14.9      0.6                                         0.3                                           0.2                                        1.0                                          0.01
  Other                                                         0.3[\*](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   \-        0.7[\*](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}      0.2      0.2                                           \-       0.9                                        \-        0.01[\*](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.1                                           0.2[\*](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.1                                          0.01
  Missing, %                                                    0.0                                        0.0       0.0                                           0.7      0.0                                                    1.0                                        0.8       0.01                                        0.0                                           0.0                                        \<0.01                                       0.0
  **Responsible care provider at onset of labour, %**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Midwife                                                       \-                                         \-        \-                                            \-       \-                                            \-       \-                                         53.6      \-                                          \-                                            \-                                         \-                                           \-
  Obstetrician/gynaecologist                                    \-                                         \-        6.2[^\#^](#t002fn008){ref-type="table-fn"}    \-       \-                                            \-       \-                                         46.1      \-                                          \-                                            \-                                         \-                                           \-
  Nurse midwife                                                 \-                                         \-        93.8[^\#^](#t002fn008){ref-type="table-fn"}   \-       \-                                            \-       \-                                         \-        \-                                          \-                                            \-                                         \-                                           \-
  General practitioner                                          \-                                         \-        \-                                            \-       \-                                            \-       \-                                         0.3       \-                                          \-                                            \-                                         \-                                           \-
  Missing, %                                                                                                         0.0                                                                                                                                                      0.5                                                                                                                                                                                         
  **Responsible care provider at birth, %**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  Midwife/nurse midwife                                         \-                                         74.5      74.8[^\#^](#t002fn008){ref-type="table-fn"}   \-       74.2[^\#^](#t002fn008){ref-type="table-fn"}   \-       58.0                                       30.1      0.7                                         \-                                            \-                                         9.6                                          \-
  Obstetrician/gynaecologist                                    \-                                         25.5      25.2[^\#^](#t002fn008){ref-type="table-fn"}   \-       20.2                                          \-       37.6                                       69.6      99.3                                        \-                                            96                                         83.5                                         \-
  General practitioner                                          \-                                         \-        \-                                            \-       \-                                            \-       0.02                                       0.3       \-                                          \-                                            \-                                         \-                                           \-
  Other                                                         \-                                         \-                                                      \-       5.5                                           \-       4.3                                        \-        \-                                          \-                                            4.0                                        6.9[^\#^](#t002fn008){ref-type="table-fn"}   \-
  Missing, %                                                                                               0.0       0.0                                                    8.4                                                    3.6                                        0.5       0.01                                                                                      0.0                                        0.05                                         

\*Place of birth:

    • FIN: other place of birth: on the way to the hospital, unplanned births outside the hospital.

    • NOR: 'hospital' includes small birth centres; other place of birth: during transport or unspecified place outside the institution (baby born before arrival).

    • BEL: other place of birth: in a car, ambulance, on the way to the hospital.

    • MLT: other place of birth: in a car, ambulance, on the way to the hospital, sometimes on a boat or at an emergency department.

    • ENG: HIPE records hospital births only.

^\$^HESSE: based on a total of 45,393 births. Only the births in the hospital or 'other' place are included in this study (*n* = 44,722), because a separate database with out-of-hospital births could not be linked.

^\#^Care provider:

    • NOR: at onset of labour: midwives are the responsible care provider in most of births without prelabour CS; at birth: midwives are the responsible care provider in most of spontaneous vaginal births (these numbers are based on the variables prelabour CS and spontaneous vaginal births).

    • USA: other care provider: 6.2% of births are under responsibility of a doctor of osteopathy.

    • CHL: in the data of Chile, it was only registered which care provider attended the birth. Although obstetricians are the last responsible care providers, midwives attend all normal births.

\^CHL: birth is defined as birth from 24 weeks onwards, instead of 16 weeks.

Abbreviations: BEL, Belgium; CHL, Chile; CS, cesarean section; DNK, Denmark; ENG, England; FIN, Finland; HESSE, the state of Hesse (Germany); HIPE, Hospital In-Patient Enquiry; IRL, Ireland; ISL, Iceland; MLT, Malta; NLD, the Netherlands; NOR, Norway; SWE, Sweden; USA, United States of America

Variations in intervention rates {#sec017}
--------------------------------

Large variations were found between countries for all interventions. Tables [3](#pmed.1003103.t003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#pmed.1003103.t004){ref-type="table"} show intervention rates by country for nulliparous and multiparous women, respectively, and [Table 5](#pmed.1003103.t005){ref-type="table"} shows rates of adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes by country. Figs [1A](#pmed.1003103.g001){ref-type="fig"}--[5](#pmed.1003103.g005){ref-type="fig"} illustrate incidences in ascending or descending order. Tables [6](#pmed.1003103.t006){ref-type="table"}--[8](#pmed.1003103.t008){ref-type="table"} show Spearman's rank correlation coefficients. National and data characteristics can be found in [S1 Table](#pmed.1003103.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and unadjusted and adjusted ORs with 99% CIs can be found in [S2](#pmed.1003103.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S8](#pmed.1003103.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables. The largest variations, based on the unadjusted ORs, were found for augmentation of labour, pain relief, episiotomy, instrumental vaginal birth, and CS ([S2 Table](#pmed.1003103.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The ORs varied from 0.50 (99% CI 0.45--0.55) to 3.23 (99% CI 3.14--3.32) for augmentation of labour, from 0.37 (99% CI 0.36--0.37) to 3.86 (99% CI 3.78--3.94) for epidural anaesthesia, and from 0.28 (99% CI 0.27--0.28) to 4.06 (99% CI 3.69--4.47) for other pharmacological pain relief. The ORs varied from 0.19 (99% CI 0.18--0.21) to 4.02 (99% CI 3.91--4.49) for episiotomy, from 0.20 (99% CI 0.19--0.21) to 2.28 (99% CI 2.21--2.36) for instrumental vaginal birth, and from 0.56 (99% CI 0.51--0.63) to 3.34 (99% CI 3.29--3.40) for CS.

![Intercountry variation of onset of labour in 2013 (%).\
(A) Nulliparous women. (B) Multiparous women. BEL, Belgium; CHL, Chile; CS, cesarean section; DNK, Denmark; ENG, England; FIN, Finland; HESSE, the state of Hesse (Germany); IRL, Ireland; ISL, Iceland; MLT, Malta; NLD, the Netherlands; NOR, Norway; SWE, Sweden; USA, United States of America.](pmed.1003103.g001){#pmed.1003103.g001}

![Intercountry variation of mode of birth in 2013 (%).\
(A) Nulliparous women. (B) Multiparous women. BEL, Belgium; CHL, Chile; DNK, Denmark; ENG, England; FIN, Finland; HESSE, the state of Hesse (Germany); IRL, Ireland; ISL, Iceland; MLT, Malta; NLD, the Netherlands; NOR, Norway; SWE, Sweden; USA, United States of America.](pmed.1003103.g002){#pmed.1003103.g002}

![Intercountry variation of interventions to stimulate uterine contractions in 2013 (%).\
(A) Nulliparous women. (B) Multiparous women. AROM, artificial rupture of membranes; BEL, Belgium; CHL, Chile; DNK, Denmark; ENG, England; FIN, Finland; HESSE, the state of Hesse (Germany); IRL, Ireland; ISL, Iceland; MLT, Malta; NLD, the Netherlands; NOR, Norway; SWE, Sweden; USA, United States of America.](pmed.1003103.g003){#pmed.1003103.g003}

![Intercountry variation of pain medication during labour in 2013 (%).\
(A) Nulliparous women. (B) Multiparous women. BEL, Belgium; CHL, Chile; DNK, Denmark; ENG, England; FIN, Finland; HESSE, the state of Hesse (Germany); IRL, Ireland; ISL, Iceland; MLT, Malta; NLD, the Netherlands; NOR, Norway; SWE, Sweden; USA, United States of America.](pmed.1003103.g004){#pmed.1003103.g004}

![Intercountry variation of episiotomy and OASI in 2013 (%).BEL, Belgium; CHL, Chile; DNK, Denmark; ENG, England; FIN, Finland; HESSE, the state of Hesse (Germany); IRL, Ireland; ISL, Iceland; OASI, obstetric anal sphincter injury; MLT, Malta; NLD, the Netherlands; NOR, Norway; SWE, Sweden; USA, United States of America.](pmed.1003103.g005){#pmed.1003103.g005}

10.1371/journal.pmed.1003103.t003

###### Primary outcomes among nulliparous women: Intervention rates by country in 2013.

![](pmed.1003103.t003){#pmed.1003103.t003g}

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  All nulliparous women                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------- ---------- ------------------------------------------------ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ----------
  **Total *n***                                                                                                                  21,942     48,834     22,870                                           23,533     1,579      23,722     163,800    68,187     48,722     22,351     1,926      1,393,855   76,324

  **Onset of labour**[^**\$**^](#t003fn008){ref-type="table-fn"}**, %**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

  **Spontaneous**                                                                                                                **71.8**   **80.1**   **76.4**                                         **61.0**   **73.1**   **56.9**   **66.1**   **62.9**   **63.3**   **65.1**   **55.8**   **57.4**    \-

  **Induction of labour by**                                                                                                     **23.0**   **13.8**   **19.7**                                         **31.9**   **24.1**   **35.9**   **27.2**   **33.3**   **29.7**   **23.7**   **33.0**   **27.8**    \-

  Cervical ripening                                                                                                              9.1        \-         13.6                                             24.4       20.7       \-         \-         11.2       \-         9.1        \-         \-          \-

  AROM                                                                                                                           12.3       \-         5.4                                              8.6        2.2        \-         \-         11.9       \-         0.9        \-         \-          \-

  Oxytocin                                                                                                                       17.6       \-         2.4                                              12.4       12.7       \-         \-         28.1       \-         \-         \-         \-          \-

  Other method                                                                                                                   \-         \-         7.3                                              \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-          \-

  Unspecified                                                                                                                    \-         13.8       \-                                               \-         0.1        35.9       27.2       \-         29.7       23.6       33.0       27.8        \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.00       0.00       0.00                                             0.00       0.00       0.00       2.1        2.8        0.02       0.00       0.00       0.1         

  **Prelabour CS**[^**\#**^](#t003fn009){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                    **5.2**    **6.1**    **4.0**                                          **7.1**    **2.8**    **7.2**    **6.7**    **4.7**    **7.0**    **11.2**   **11.2**   **12.8**    \-

  Missing onset of labour, %                                                                                                     0.00       0.00       0.01                                             0.00       0.00       0.00       0.9        2.6        0.04       0.00       0.00       7.0         

  **Augmentation after spontaneous onset of labour**[\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}, **%**                                 **70.9**   *-*        **54.2** [\^](#t003fn013){ref-type="table-fn"}   **30.0**   **21.7**   **26.2**   *-*        **38.3**   \-         \-         \-         **35.3**    \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.00                  0.00                                             0.00       0.00       0.00                  1.0                                         7.0         

  **Intrapartum use of oxytocin, %**                                                                                             **68.5**   *-*        **55.6**                                         **38.2**   **34.4**   \-         *-*        **53.2**   \-         \-         \-         \-          \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.00                  0.00                                             0.00       0.00                             1.9                                                     

  **Artificial rupture of membranes, %**                                                                                         **47.5**   *-*        \-                                               **25.4**   **37.5**   **37.5**   *-*        **-**      \-         \-         \-         \-          \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.00                                                                   0.00       0.00       0.00                  43.9                                                    

  **Intrapartum antibiotics, %**                                                                                                 \-         *-*        \-                                               \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         **21.8**    \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    9.7         

  **Any pharmacological intrapartum pain relief**[\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}, **%**                                    **91.1**   **93.1**   **74.9**                                         **54.2**   **81.6**   \-         \-         **49.8**   \-         **54.4**   **89.8**   \-          \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.00       0.00       0.00                                             0.00       0.00                             2.2                   0.00       0.00                   

  **Epidural anaesthesia**[\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}, **%**                                                           **83.4**   **44.6**   **50.8**                                         **40.0**   **58.5**   **64.2**   **19.4**   **29.9**   **82.3**   **37.7**   **39.9**   **78.8**    \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.00       0.00       0.00                                             0.00       0.00       0.00       0.9        2.2        0.1        0.00       0.00       9.7         

  **Other pharmacological pain relief**[\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}[^**\$**^](#t003fn008){ref-type="table-fn"}, **%**   **83.1**   **74.3**   **45.9**                                         **28.3**   **52.7**   \-         \-         **22.3**   \-         **30.0**   **80.6**   \-          \-

  Systemic (non-) opioid analgesia                                                                                               \-         **-**      0.3                                              6.3        \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         41.9       \-          \-

  Inhaled nitrous oxide                                                                                                          66.2       74.3       40.6                                             22.0       52.7       \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         72.9       \-          \-

  Other                                                                                                                          \-         \-         8.4                                              \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-          \-

  Unspecified                                                                                                                    17.0       \-         \-                                               \-         \-         \-         \-         22.3       \-         30.0       \-         \-          \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.00       0.00       0.00                                             0.00       0.00                             2.2                   0.00       0.00                   

  **Episiotomy**[\*](#t003fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}, **%**                                                                     **46.1**   **6.1**    **35.0**                                         **6.9**    **23.9**   **47.2**   \-         **46.4**   **67.5**   **35.3**   **40.6**   \-          \-

  Mediolateral                                                                                                                   **-**      \-         \-                                               \-         \-         \-         \-         46.3       \-         31.9       \-         \-          \-

  Midline                                                                                                                        **-**      \-         \-                                               \-         \-         \-         \-         0.4        \-         3.3        \-         \-          \-

  Unspecified                                                                                                                    46.1       6.1        35.0                                             6.9        23.9       47.2       \-         \-         67.5       0.1        40.6       \-          \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.00       0.00       0.00                                             0.00       0.00       0.00                  1.4        0.1        0.00       0.00                   

  **Spontaneous vaginal**\                                                                                                       **63.4**   **69.9**   **64.6**                                         **66.0**   **69.0**   **41.7**   **55.9**   **66.3**   **62.0**   **55.0**   **63.5**   **64.6**    **48.9**
  **birth, %**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.00       0.00       0.00                                             0.00       0.00       0.00       0.9        1.0        0.02       0.00       0.00       9.6         0.00

  **Instrumental vaginal**\                                                                                                      **17.0**   **12.0**   **18.9**                                         **16.0**   **15.3**   **30.0**   **20.1**   **16.2**   **17.4**   **10.7**   **7.8**    **6.0**     **2.7**
  **birth, %**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

  Vacuum extraction                                                                                                              16.2       \-         16.4                                             15.9       15.0       21.2       8.9        \-         15.0       9.5        7.1        4.9         0.0

  Forceps delivery                                                                                                               0.0        \-         2.5                                              0.1        0.2        8.5        11.2       \-         2.4        1.2        0.7        1.1         2.7

  Unspecified                                                                                                                    0.7        12.0       \-                                               \-         0.1        0.4        \-         16.2       \-         \-         \-         \-          \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.00       0.00       0.00                                             0.00       0.00       0.00       0.9        1.0        0.02       0.00       0.00       9.6         0.00

  **Cesarean section, %**                                                                                                        **19.6**   **18.1**   **16.5**                                         **21.5**   **15.8**   **28.3**   **24.0**   **17.5**   **20.5**   **34.3**   **28.8**   **29.5**    **48.4**

  Prelabour                                                                                                                      5.2        6.1        4.0                                              7.1        2.8        7.2        6.7        4.6        7.0        11.2       11.2       13.1        \-

  Emergency during labour                                                                                                        14.4       12.0       12.5                                             14.3       13.0       21.1       17.3       12.9       13.5       22.9       17.6       15.8        \-

  Unspecified                                                                                                                    \-         \-         \-                                               \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         0.0        4.2        \-         0.5         48.4

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.00       0.00       0.00                                             0.00       0.00       0.00       0.9        1.0        0.02       0.00       0.00       9.6         0.00

  **Active management of third stage of labour, %**                                                                              \-         \-         \-                                               \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-          \-

  **Use of oxytocin postpartum, %**                                                                                              \-         \-         \-                                               \-         \-         \-         \-         *-*        \-         \-         \-         \-          \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        43.3                                                    
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Main interventions are indicated in bold type.

\*Place of birth:

    • FIN: other place of birth: on the way to the hospital, unplanned births outside the hospital.

    • NOR: 'hospital' includes small birth centres; other place of birth: during transport or unspecified place outside the institution (baby born before arrival).

    • BEL: other place of birth: in a car, ambulance, on the way to the hospital.

    • MLT: other place of birth: in a car, ambulance, on the way to the hospital, sometimes on a boat or at an emergency department.

    • ENG: HIPE records hospital births only.

^\$^HESSE: based on a total of 45,393 births. Only the births in the hospital or 'other' place are included in this study (*n* = 44,722), because a separate database with out-of-hospital births could not be linked.

^\#^Care provider:

    • NOR: at onset of labour: midwives are the responsible care provider in most of births without prelabour CS; at birth: midwives are the responsible care provider in most of spontaneous vaginal births (these numbers are based on the variables prelabour CS and spontaneous vaginal births).

    • USA: other care provider: 6.2% of births are under responsibility of a doctor of osteopathy.

    • CHL: in the data of Chile, it was only registered which care provider attended the birth. Although obstetricians are the last responsible care providers, midwives attend all normal births.

\^CHIL: birth is defined as birth from 24 weeks onwards, instead of 16 weeks.

Abbreviations: AROM, artificial rupture of membranes; BEL, Belgium; CHL, Chile; DNK, Denmark; ENG, England; FIN, Finland; HESSE, the state of Hesse (Germany); IRL, Ireland; ISL, Iceland; MLT, Malta; NLD, the Netherlands; NOR, Norway; SWE, Sweden; USA, United States of America

10.1371/journal.pmed.1003103.t004

###### Primary outcomes among multiparous women: intervention rates by country in 2013.

![](pmed.1003103.t004){#pmed.1003103.t004g}

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  All multiparous women                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------- ---------- ----------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------- ----------
  **Total *n***                                                                                                                  32,368     55,736     32,081                                          27,159     2,408      38,870     246,566    84,457     64,185     22,371     1,855      2,106,542   97,153

  **Onset of labour**[^**\$**^](#t004fn007){ref-type="table-fn"}**, %**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  **Spontaneous**                                                                                                                **74.1**   **82.0**   **77.0**                                        **61.3**   **71.3**   **57.3**   **65.5**   **65.7**   **60.8**   **66.3**   **50.9**   **52.3**    \-

  **Induction of labour by**                                                                                                     **19.3**   **8.2**    **15.2**                                        **24.5**   **20.7**   **23.0**   **21.2**   **25.3**   **26.3**   **17.3**   **28.1**   **20.3**    \-

  Cervical ripening                                                                                                              5.4        \-         9.5                                             16.1       13.9       \-         \-         6.6        \-         6.1        \-         \-          \-

  AROM                                                                                                                           12.2       \-         5.6                                             10.3       5.7        \-         \-         14.0       \-         1.2        \-         \-          \-

  Oxytocin                                                                                                                       12.6       \-         1.3                                             7.4        8.0        \-         \-         20.7       \-         \-         \-         \-          \-

  Other method                                                                                                                   \-         \-         4.6                                             \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-          \-

  Unspecified                                                                                                                    \-         8.2        \-                                              \-         0.1        23.0       21.2       \-         26.3       16.9       \-         20.3        \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0          0.0        0.0                                             0.0        0.0        0.0        1.1        1.8        0.01       0.0        0.0        0.1         

  **Prelabour CS**[^**\#**^](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                    **6.5**    **9.7**    **7.8**                                         **14.2**   **8**      **19.7**   **13.4**   **9**      **12.8**   **16.4**   **21**     **25.7**    \-

  Missing onset of labour, %                                                                                                     0.0        0.0        0.0                                             1.1        0.0        0.0        1.0        1.7        0.1        0.0        0.0        7.9         

  **Augmentation after spontaneous onset of labour**[\*](#t004fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}**, *%***                               **38.3**   \-         **20.3**[\^](#t004fn008){ref-type="table-fn"}   **7.2**    **8.9**    **8.5**    \-         **12.7**   \-         \-         \-         **24.7**    \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.0                   0.0                                             0.0        0.0        0.0                   1.3                                         7.9         

  **Intrapartum use of oxytocin, *%***                                                                                           **41**     \-         **21.6**                                        **14.4**   **16.9**   \-         \-         **30**     \-         \-         \-         \-          \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.0                   0.0                                             0.0        0.0                              2.1                                                     

  **Artificial rupture of membranes, *%***                                                                                       **49.9**   \-         \-                                              **23**     **35.4**   **31.7**   \-         **-**      \-         \-         \-         \-          \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.0                                                                   0.0        0.0        0.0                   47.9                                                    

  **Intrapartum antibiotics, %**                                                                                                 \-         \-         \-                                              \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         **19.2**    \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   9.7         

  **Any pharmacological intrapartum pain relief**[\*](#t004fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}, **%**                                    **77.7**   **85.7**   **56.3**                                        **29.4**   **60**     \-         \-         **25.2**   \-         **30**     **80.3**   \-          \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.0        0.0        0.0                                             0.0        0.0                              1.7                   0.0        0.0                    

  **Epidural anaesthesia**[\*](#t004fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}, **%**                                                           **59.0**   **19.4**   **23.2**                                        **17.0**   **31.5**   **38.2**   **10.6**   **10.0**   **62.5**   **14.8**   **15.1**   **64.4**    \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0          0          0                                               0          0          0          1          1.7        0.2        0          0.1        9.7         

  **Other pharmacological pain relief**[\*](#t004fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}[^**\$**^](#t004fn007){ref-type="table-fn"}, **%**   **59.4**   **64.9**   **45.5**                                        **16.2**   **39.7**   \-         \-         **15.8**   \-         **19.1**   **73.3**   \-          \-

  Systemic (non-)opioid analgesia                                                                                                \-         \-         0.2                                             1.5        \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         33.1       \-          \-

  Inhaled nitrous oxide                                                                                                          51.3       64.9       34.9                                            14.7       39.7       \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         65.1       \-          \-

  Other                                                                                                                          \-         \-         10.9                                            \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-          \-

  Unspecified                                                                                                                    8.1        \-         \-                                              \-         \-         \-         \-         15.8       \-         19.1       \-         \-          \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.0        0.0        0.0                                                        0.0                              1.7                   0.0        0.1                    

  **Episiotomy**[\*](#t004fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}, **%**                                                                     **7.6**    **2.1**    **8.3**                                         **1.5**    **4.9**    **9.9**    \-         **13.9**   **30.2**   **12.2**   **11.9**   \-          \-

  Mediolateral                                                                                                                   \-         \-         \-                                              \-         \-         \-         \-         13.7       \-         10.5       \-         \-          \-

  Midline                                                                                                                        \-         \-         \-                                              \-         \-         \-         \-         0.1        \-         1.6        \-         \-          \-

  Unspecified                                                                                                                    7.6        2.1        8.3                                             1.5        4.9        9.9        \-         \-         30.2       0.03       11.9       \-          \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.0        0.0        0.0                                             0.0        0.0        0.0                   2.0        0.1        0.0        0.0                    

  **Spontaneous vaginal**\                                                                                                       **83.8**   **83.2**   **82.0**                                        **77.6**   **83.9**   **66.6**   **70.2**   **83.6**   **78.8**   **67.7**   **69.9**   **67.6**    **49.8**
  **birth, %**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0          0.0        0.0                                             0.0        0.0        0.0        1.0        0.5        0.03       0.0        0.0        9.6         0.0

  **Instrumental vaginal**\                                                                                                      **4.5**    **2.5**    **4.4**                                         **3.0**    **3.4**    **6.5**    **7.2**    **2.7**    **3.7**    **2.4**    **1.9**    **1.9**     **0.7**
  **birth, %**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  Vacuum extraction                                                                                                              4.0        \-         3.8                                             3.0        3.3        5.4        3.4        \-         3.2        2.2        1.7        1.6         0.0

  Forceps delivery                                                                                                               0.01       \-         0.6                                             0.1        0.1        1.1        3.8        \-         0.5        0.2        0.2        0.3         0.7

  Unspecified                                                                                                                    0.5        2.5        \-                                              \-         \-         0.04       \-         2.7        \-         \-         \-         \-          \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.0        0.0        0.0                                             0.0        0.0        0.0        1.0        0.5        0.03       0.0        0.0        9.6         0.0

  **CS, %**                                                                                                                      **11.7**   **14.3**   **13.6**                                        **19.9**   **12.8**   **26.9**   **22.6**   **13.6**   **17.7**   **29.9**   **28.2**   **30.5**    **49.5**

  Prelabour                                                                                                                      6.5        9.7        7.8                                             14.2       8.0        19.7       13.2       8.9        12.8       16.4       21.0       26.2        \-

  Emergency during labour                                                                                                        5.2        4.6        5.8                                             5.8        4.8        7.2        9.3        4.8        4.8        9.3        7.2        3.7         \-

  Unspecified                                                                                                                    \-         \-         \-                                              \-         \-         \-         \-                    0.02       0.2        \-         0.5         49.5

  Missing, %                                                                                                                     0.0        0.0        0.0                                             0.0        0.0        0.0        1.0        0.5        0.03       0.0        0.0        9.6         0.0

  **Active management of third stage of labour, %**                                                                              \-         \-         \-                                              \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-          \-

  **Use of oxytocin postpartum, %**                                                                                              \-         \-         \-                                              \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-         \-          \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       47.6                                                    
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Main interventions are indicated in bold type.

^\#^Incidences of prelabour CS as a part of 'onset of labour' can be slightly different to prelabour CS as a part of 'cesarean section', because of different denominators due to missing data.

\*Denominators:

    • Augmentation of labour: women with a spontaneous onset of labour (planned CS and induction of labour are excluded from the denominator).

    • Pain relief (any pharmacological pain relief, epidural, and other pain relief): women with an attempted vaginal birth (planned CS is excluded from the denominator).

    • Episiotomy: women with a vaginal birth (CS is excluded from the denominator).

^\$^Induction of labour and other pharmacological pain relief: total percentage can exceed 100, because more than one method can be used.

\^NOR: augmentation of labour was based on a proxy variable; there is a certain amount of uncertainty.

Abbreviations: AROM, artificial rupture of membranes; BEL, Belgium; CHL, Chile; CS, cesarean section; DNK, Denmark; ENG, England; FIN, Finland; HESSE, the state of Hesse (Germany); IRL, Ireland; ISL, Iceland; MLT, Malta; NLD, the Netherlands; NOR, Norway; SWE, Sweden; USA, United States of America

10.1371/journal.pmed.1003103.t005

###### Adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes by country in 2013.
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Outcomes                                                                           FIN             SWE             NOR        DNK                                                   ISL             IRL                                 ENG       NLD             BEL        HESSE                                                                      MLT             USA         CHL
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- --------------- ---------- ----------------------------------------------------- --------------- ----------------------------------- --------- --------------- ---------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------- ----------- ---------------------------
  Total                                                                              54,310          104,570         54,951     50,692                                                3,987           62,613                              410,366   152,644         112,907    44,722                                                                     3,781           3,500,397   173,477

  **Perinatal mortality up to 7 days, %**                                            **0.13**        **0.13**        **0.14**   **0.16**                                              **0.08**        Ante- and intrapartum mortality:\   \-        **0.17**        **0.16**   Ante- and intrapartum mortality[^\$^](#t005fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}:\   **0.21**        \-          \-
                                                                                                                                                                                                      **0.39**                                                                 **0.16**                                                                                               

  Missing, %                                                                         0.0             0.2             0.0        0.0                                                   0.0             0.0                                           0.01            0.0        0.0                                                                        0.0                         

  **Apgar score below 7 at 5 minutes**[\*](#t005fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}**, %**   **1.68**        **1.33**        **0.93**   **0.56**[^**\#**^](#t005fn005){ref-type="table-fn"}   **1.78**        \-                                  \-        **1.08**        **1.18**   **0.64**                                                                   **0.58**        **1.19**    **0.75**

  Missing, %                                                                         0.2             2.1             0.02       0.7                                                   0.0                                                           \<0.01          0.02       0.0                                                                        0.1             0.4         1.8

  **Maternal mortality up to 7 days, %**                                             **2/100,000**   **3/100,000**   \-         **0/100,000**                                         **0/100,000**   \-                                  \-        **1/100,000**   \-         **0/100,000**                                                              **0/100,000**   \-          Mortality until 42 days:\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      **20/100,000**

  Missing, %                                                                         0.0             0.0                        0.0                                                   0.0                                                           0.0             0.0        0.0                                                                        0.0                         

  **Postpartum haemorrhage ≥ 1,000 ml, %**                                           **-**           **-**           \-         \-                                                    **4.96**        \-                                  \-        **5.96**        \-         **1.20**                                                                   **1.08**        \-          \-

  Missing, %                                                                                                                                                                          12.5                                                          3.2                        0.0                                                                        0.0                         

  **Obstetric anal sphincter injury, %**                                             **1.12**        **3.47**        **1.96**   **3.73**                                              **3.70**        **2.30**                            \-        **2.71**        \-         **1.48**                                                                   \-              **1.24**    \-

  Missing, %                                                                         0.0             0.0             0.0        0.0                                                   0.0             0.0                                           2.2                        0.0                                                                                        9.7         
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

\* Denominators:

    • Apgar score below 7 at 5 minutes: antepartum mortality was excluded, or an Apgar score of zero was excluded if antepartum mortality was not registered (this was the case for DNK, NOR, and USA).

    • Obstetric anal sphincter injury: women with a vaginal birth (CS is excluded from the denominator).

^\$^HESSE: mortality is not registered after a woman is discharged from the hospital: the incidence is of antepartum, intrapartum, and neonatal mortality until discharge at mostly approximately 2 days postpartum.

^\#^DNK: Apgar score at 5 minutes was not always registered, especially in cases with low Apgar score; the percentage may therefore be higher.

Abbreviations: BEL, Belgium; CHL, Chile; CS, cesarean section; DNK, Denmark; ENG, England; FIN, Finland; HESSE, the state of Hesse (Germany); IRL, Ireland; ISL, Iceland; MLT, Malta; NLD, the Netherlands; NOR, Norway; SWE, Sweden; USA, United States of America

10.1371/journal.pmed.1003103.t006

###### Correlations between interventions among nulliparous women tested with Spearman's rho (two-tailed significance level).
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                                                                  Hospital birth (all births)   Spontaneous onset of labour   Induction of labour   Prelabour CS      Epidural anaesthesia[\*](#t006fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}   Other pain relief[\*](#t006fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}   Episiotomy in vaginal births   Spontaneous vaginal birth   Instrumental vaginal birth   CS                Emergency CS during labour
  --------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- --------------------- ----------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ --------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------- ----------------------------
                                                                  **Nulliparous women**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  **Births at ≥42 weeks** (all births)                            rho = −0.43                   **rho = 0.82**                **rho = −0.71**       **rho = −0.61**   rho = −0.04                                                 rho = 0.38                                               rho = −0.55                    rho = 0.44                  rho = 0.56                   **rho = −0.61**   rho = −0.46
  **Spontaneous onset of labour**                                 rho = −0.22                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  **Induction of labour**                                         rho = −0.03                   **rho = −0.88**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  **Prelabour CS**                                                rho = 0.24                    **rho = −0.73**               rho = 0.39                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  **Epidural anaesthesia[\*](#t006fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}**   **rho = 0.62**                rho = 0.05                    rho = −0.14           rho = −0.02                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  **Other pain relief[\*](#t006fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}**      **rho = 0.62**                rho = 0.24                    rho = −0.43           rho = 0.07        **rho = 0.64**                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  **Episiotomy in vaginal births**                                rho = 0.33                    rho = −0.50                   rho = 0.56            rho = 0.19        rho = 0.28                                                  rho \< 0.01                                                                                                                                                        
  **Spontaneous vaginal birth**                                   rho = −0.43                   rho = 0.37                    rho = −0.26           rho = −0.49       rho = −0.06                                                 rho = −0.17                                              **rho = −0.68**                                                                                           
  **Instrumental vaginal birth**                                  rho = −0.29                   rho = 0.17                    rho = 0.13            rho = −0.42       rho = 0.08                                                  rho = −0.17                                              rho = 0.50                     rho = −0.17                                                                
  **CS**                                                          rho = 0.34                    **rho = −0.66**               rho = 0.32            **rho = 0.96**    rho = −0.13                                                 rho = 0.07                                               rho = 0.26                     **rho = −0.70**             rho = −0.47                                    
  **Emergency CS during labour**                                  rho = 0.16                    **rho = −0.62**               rho = 0.39            **rho = 0.74**    rho = −0.11                                                 rho = 0.14                                               rho = 0.39                     **rho = −0.81**             rho = −0.07                  **rho = 0.87**    

All correlations are based on crude ORs of the intervention rates of the countries. The correlations are therefore on country level and not on an individual-woman level.

Correlations are only measured between interventions of which eight or more countries were included and if ORs were significantly different.

Correlations with rho ≥ 0.60 or ≤ −0.60 are indicated in bold type, since they are considered strong.

\*Measured in a group of women without prelabour CS.

Abbreviations: CS, cesarean section; OR, odds ratio

10.1371/journal.pmed.1003103.t007

###### Correlations between interventions among multiparous women tested with Spearman's rho (two-tailed significance level).
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                                                                  Hospital birth (all births)   Spontaneous onset of labour   Induction of labour   Prelabour CS      Epidural anaesthesia[\*](#t007fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}   Other pain relief[\*](#t007fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}   Episiotomy in vaginal births   Spontaneous vaginal birth   Instrumental vaginal birth   CS                Emergency CS during labour
  --------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- --------------------- ----------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ --------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------- ----------------------------
                                                                  **Multiparous women**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  **Births at ≥42 weeks** (all births)                                                          **rho = 0.83**                **rho = −0.66**       **rho = −0.65**   rho = −0.05                                                 rho = 0.26                                               **rho = −0.67**                **rho = 0.66**              **rho = 0.67**               **rho = −0.67**   rho = −0.04
  **Spontaneous onset of labour**                                 rho = −0.18                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  **Induction of labour**                                         rho = 0.11                    **rho = −0.76**                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  **Prelabour CS**                                                rho = −0.04                   **rho = −0.82**               rho = 0.35                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  **Epidural anaesthesia**[\*](#t007fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}   rho = 0.52                    rho = −0.13                   rho = −0.14           rho \< 0.01                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  **Other pain relief**[\*](#t007fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}      rho = 0.14                    rho = 0.29                    rho = −0.21           rho = 0.05        rho = 0.43                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  **Episiotomy in vaginal births**                                rho = 0.08                    rho = −0.47                   rho = 0.48            rho = 0.26        rho = −0.09                                                 rho = −0.19                                                                                                                                                        
  **Spontaneous vaginal birth**                                   rho = −0.29                   **rho = 0.70**                rho = −0.17           **rho = −0.90**   rho = −0.04                                                 rho = −0.05                                              rho = −0.28                                                                                               
  **Instrumental vaginal birth**                                  rho = −0.25                   rho = 0.23                    rho = −0.03           rho = −0.47       rho = 0.11                                                  rho = −0.14                                              rho = −0.10                    rho = 0.36                                                                 
  **CS**                                                          rho = 0.18                    **rho = −0.70**               rho = 0.18            **rho = 0.96**    rho = −0.06                                                 rho \< 0.01                                              rho = 0.30                     **rho = −0.95**             rho = −0.56                                    
  **Emergency CS during labour**                                  rho = 0.05                    rho = −0.16                   rho = 0.14            rho = 0.22        rho = −0.51                                                 rho \< 0.01                                              rho = 0.19                     rho = −0.43                 rho = 0.33                   rho = 0.32        

All correlations are based on crude ORs of the intervention rates of the countries. The correlations are therefore on country level and not on an individual-woman level.

Correlations are only measured between interventions of which eight or more countries were included and if ORs were significantly different.

Correlations with rho ≥ 0.60 or ≤ −0.60 are indicated in bold type, since they are considered strong.

\*Measured in a group of women without prelabour CS.

Abbreviations: CS, cesarean section; OR, odds ratio

10.1371/journal.pmed.1003103.t008

###### Correlations between interventions and adverse outcomes tested with Spearman's rho (two-tailed significance level).
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  ----------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------
                                                              **Apgar score below 7 at 5 minutes**   **Obstetric anal sphincter injury in vaginal births**                                          
  **All women**                                                                                                                                                                                     
  **Births at ≥42 weeks**                                     rho = 0.51                             rho = 0.17                                                                                     
  **Hospital birth**                                          rho = −0.27                            rho = −0.45                                                                                    
                                                              **Apgar score below 7 at 5 minutes**   **Obstetric anal sphincter injury in vaginal births**   **Apgar score below 7 at 5 minutes**   **Obstetric anal sphincter injury in vaginal births**
                                                              **Nulliparous women**                  **Multiparous women**                                                                          
  **Spontaneous onset of labour**                             rho = 0.53                             rho = 0.12                                              rho = −0.44                            rho = 0.05
  **Induction of labour**                                     rho = −0.45                            rho = 0.22                                              rho = −0.31                            rho = 0.37
  Epidural anaesthesia[\*](#t008fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}   **rho = 0.64**                         rho = −0.50                                             rho = 0.59                             rho = −0.48
  **Other pharmacological pain relief**                       rho = 0.38                             rho = −0.32                                             rho = 0.14                             rho = −0.29
  **Episiotomy in vaginal births**                            rho = 0.07                             rho = −0.57                                             rho = −0.07                            rho = −0.57
  **Spontaneous vaginal birth**                               rho = 0.37                             **rho = 0.65**                                          **rho = 0.64**                         rho = 0.22
  **Instrumental vaginal birth**                              rho = 0.21                             rho = 0.02                                              rho = 0.40                             rho = 0.03
  **CS**                                                      rho = −0.55                            rho = −0.43                                             rho = −0.59                            rho = −0.12
  ----------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------

All correlations are based on crude ORs of the intervention rates of the countries. The correlations are therefore on country level and not on an individual-woman level.

Correlations are only measured between interventions of which eight or more countries were included and if ORs were significantly different.

Correlations with rho ≥ 0.60 or ≤ −0.60 are indicated in bold type, since they are considered strong.

\*Measured in a group of women without prelabour CS.

Abbreviations: CS, cesarean section; OR, odds ratio

### Onset of labour and mode of birth {#sec018}

A higher incidence of births at ≥42 weeks' gestation correlated with higher rates of births with a spontaneous onset of labour (rho = 0.82 for nulliparous and rho = 0.83 for multiparous women) and instrumental (rho = 0.70) and spontaneous (rho = 0.66) vaginal births among multiparous women and with lower rates of induction of labour (rho = −0.14 and rho = −0.66), prelabour CS (rho = −0.61 and rho = −0.65), episiotomy among multiparous women (rho = −0.67), and overall CS (rho = −0.61 and rho = −0.67) (Tables [6](#pmed.1003103.t006){ref-type="table"} and [7](#pmed.1003103.t007){ref-type="table"} and [Fig 6A and 6B](#pmed.1003103.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Rates of births with a spontaneous onset varied from 55.8% to 80.1% among nulliparous women and from 50.9% to 82.0% among multiparous women in Malta and Sweden, respectively (Tables [3](#pmed.1003103.t003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#pmed.1003103.t004){ref-type="table"} and [Fig 1A and 1B](#pmed.1003103.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Countries with higher rates of births with a spontaneous onset had lower rates of overall CS (rho = −0.66 for nulliparous \[[Table 6](#pmed.1003103.t006){ref-type="table"}\] and rho = −0.70 for multiparous \[[Table 7](#pmed.1003103.t007){ref-type="table"}\] women), lower rates of emergency CS among nulliparous women (rho = −0.62), and higher rates of spontaneous vaginal births among multiparous women (rho = 0.70). Variation in spontaneous onset of labour was due to variation in both induction of labour and prelabour CS. Rates of induction of labour among nulliparous women varied from 13.8% in Sweden to 35.9% in Ireland and from 8.2% in Sweden to 28.1% in Malta among multiparous women, with considerable variation in the methods used for induction. Rates of prelabour CS among nulliparous women varied across countries, from 2.8% in Iceland to 12.8% in the USA and from 6.5% in Finland to 25.7% in the USA among multiparous women ([Fig 1A and 1B](#pmed.1003103.g001){ref-type="fig"}). Correlations between prelabour and overall CS rates were rho = 0.96 for both nulliparous and multiparous women, and between emergency and overall CS the correlations were rho = 0.74 and rho = 0.22, respectively (Tables [6](#pmed.1003103.t006){ref-type="table"} and [7](#pmed.1003103.t007){ref-type="table"}). Strong correlations between CS and other variables are illustrated in [Fig 7](#pmed.1003103.g007){ref-type="fig"}. Percentages of emergency CS performed after the onset of labour varied between 12.0% in Sweden and 22.9% in the state of Hesse (Germany) among nulliparous women and between 3.7% in the USA and 9.3% in England and the state of Hesse (Germany) among multiparous women ([Fig 2A and 2B](#pmed.1003103.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Interventions among multiparous women with a correlation with the incidence of births at ≥42 weeks' gestation.\
(A) Negative correlation. (B) Positive correlation. CS, cesarean section.](pmed.1003103.g006){#pmed.1003103.g006}

![Interventions among nulliparous women with a correlation with emergency CS.\
CS, cesarean section.](pmed.1003103.g007){#pmed.1003103.g007}

Percentages of spontaneous vaginal births varied between 41.7% in Ireland to 69.9% in Sweden among nulliparous women and between 49.8% in Chile to 83.9% in Iceland among multiparous women ([Fig 2A and 2B](#pmed.1003103.g002){ref-type="fig"}). Percentages of instrumental vaginal births varied from 2.7% in Chile to 30.0% in Ireland among nulliparous women and from 0.7% in Chile to 7.2% in England among multiparous women. A positive correlation was found between prelabour CS and emergency CS rates among nulliparous women (rho = 0.74), and a negative correlation was found between prelabour CS and spontaneous vaginal birth among multiparous women (rho = −0.90) (Tables [6](#pmed.1003103.t006){ref-type="table"} and [7](#pmed.1003103.t007){ref-type="table"}).

### Other interventions {#sec019}

Augmentation of labour was recorded in seven of 13 countries and varied from 21.7% in Iceland to 70.9% in Finland among nulliparous women and from 7.2% in Denmark to 38.3% in Finland among multiparous women. Among nulliparous women, oxytocin for induction or augmentation of labour rates ranged from 34.4% in Iceland to 68.5% in Finland and, among multiparous women, ranged from 14.4% in Denmark to 41.0% in Finland. Rates of artificial rupture of membranes varied from 25.4% to 47.5% among nulliparous women and from 23.0% to 49.9% among multiparous women in Denmark and Finland, respectively, but this variable was recorded in only five countries, and one of those had more than 10% missing data (Tables [3](#pmed.1003103.t003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#pmed.1003103.t004){ref-type="table"} and [Fig 3A and 3B](#pmed.1003103.g003){ref-type="fig"}).

[Fig 4A and 4B](#pmed.1003103.g004){ref-type="fig"} illustrate the variation in use of intrapartum pharmacological pain relief among nulliparous and multiparous women. Percentages of births with the use of any pharmacological intrapartum pain relief varied from 49.8% to 93.1% among nulliparous women and from 25.2% to 85.7% among multiparous women in the Netherlands and Sweden, respectively. Among nulliparous women, epidural anaesthesia use varied from 19.4% in England to 83.4% in Finland and rates of other pharmacological pain relief varied from 22.3% in the Netherlands to 83.1% in Finland. Among multiparous women, these percentages varied from 10.0% in the Netherlands to 64.4% in the USA and from 15.8% in the Netherlands to 73.3% in Malta (Tables [3](#pmed.1003103.t003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#pmed.1003103.t004){ref-type="table"}). Among nulliparous women, countries with higher use of epidural anaesthesia use also had higher rates of other pharmacological pain relief among nulliparous women (rho = 0.64), and countries with higher hospital birth rates had higher rates of epidural anaesthesia and other pharmacological pain relief (rho = 0.62) ([S1 Fig](#pmed.1003103.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2 Fig](#pmed.1003103.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Use of episiotomy varied from 6.1% in Sweden to 67.5% in Belgium among nulliparous women and from 1.5% in Denmark to 30.2% in Belgium among multiparous women ([Fig 5](#pmed.1003103.g005){ref-type="fig"}). In countries with higher rates of spontaneous vaginal births, lower rates of episiotomy in vaginal births were found among nulliparous women (rho = −0.68) ([Table 6](#pmed.1003103.t006){ref-type="table"} and [S3 Fig](#pmed.1003103.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Variations in adverse outcomes {#sec020}
------------------------------

Variations in rates of perinatal mortality up to 7 days after birth ranged from 0.08% in Iceland to 0.21% in Malta for all births ([Table 5](#pmed.1003103.t005){ref-type="table"}), but this variation was not statistically significant ([S2 Table](#pmed.1003103.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and the incidence of Apgar score below 7 at 5 minutes varied from 0.58% in Malta to 1.78% in Iceland. The state of Hesse (Germany) and Ireland could only provide antepartum fetal mortality rates (0.16% and 0.39% respectively), and in three countries, data on perinatal mortality rates were missing. The maternal mortality rate up to 7 days postpartum varied between 0/100,000 and 3/100,000. Chile provided the mortality rate until 42 days postpartum, which was 20/100,000. PPH was only recorded in four countries and varied from 1.08% in Malta to 5.96% in the Netherlands. Percentages of OASI in vaginal births varied from 1.12% in Finland to 3.73% in Denmark.

Spearman's rank correlation coefficients were calculated only for Apgar score \< 7 at 5 minutes and OASI, because eight or more countries provided data on these variables ([Table 8](#pmed.1003103.t008){ref-type="table"}), and variations for these variables were statistically significant ([S3 Table](#pmed.1003103.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Percentages of OASI in vaginal births were higher in countries with higher rates of spontaneous vaginal birth among nulliparous women (rho = 0.65) ([S3 Fig](#pmed.1003103.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In countries with higher rates of epidural anaesthesia among nulliparous women and spontaneous vaginal births among multiparous women, higher rates of Apgar score \< 7 were found (rho = 0.64 for both variables) ([S4 Fig](#pmed.1003103.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Adjustments for population characteristics {#sec021}
------------------------------------------

Multivariable logistic regression analyses showed the magnitude of variations. Data from all countries could be included in the univariable logistic regressions ([S2 Table](#pmed.1003103.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Data from eight countries could be included in all multivariable analyses, which were Norway, Iceland, Ireland, the Netherlands, Belgium, Malta, USA, and Chile. Comparisons between unadjusted and adjusted ORs did not result in differences in ranking of the countries from highest to lowest rates in most interventions and outcomes. The OR for augmentation increased from 1.62 (99% CI 1.56--1.68) to aOR 1.99 (99% CI 1.92--2.06) for Norway after adjustments for parity, maternal age, and ethnicity, and slightly for the USA, and decreased from OR 0.97 (99% CI 0.94--1.00) to aOR 0.58 (99% CI 0.57--0.61) for the Netherlands ([S5 Table](#pmed.1003103.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Variation for episiotomy in vaginal births increased after adjustments for parity, maternal age, and ethnicity, mainly for the Netherlands, which increased from OR 1.18 (99% CI 1.14--1.23) to aOR 1.38 (99% CI 1.33--1.43), and for Belgium, which increased from OR 2.57 (99% CI 2.48--2.67) to aOR 3.39 (99% CI 3.27--3.53) ([S5 Table](#pmed.1003103.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The OR also increased for Belgium after adjustments for parity, maternal age, and BMI, from OR 2.68 (99% CI 2.56--2.81) to aOR 3.65 (99% CI 3.49--3.83) ([S6 Table](#pmed.1003103.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The OR of OASI decreased for the Netherlands after adjustments, mainly after adjustments for parity, maternal age, and ethnicity, from OR 1.22 (99% CI 1.14--1.31) to aOR 1.05 (99% CI 0.98--1.13) ([S3 Table](#pmed.1003103.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Missing data {#sec022}
------------

CS and instrumental vaginal birth were the only variables recorded in all countries. In many countries, data on several variables were missing (Tables [3](#pmed.1003103.t003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#pmed.1003103.t004){ref-type="table"}). Administration of antibiotics during labour was only recorded in the USA. Active management of the third stage of labour was not recorded in any of the countries, and artificial rupture of membranes and use of oxytocin postpartum were only recorded in the Netherlands, with more than 10% of the data missing. For all other dependent variables, percentages of missing data were less than 10%.

Quality of the data {#sec023}
-------------------

Quality of the data, methods of data collection, and definition of variables varied across countries. In all countries, some data quality assurance procedures were routinely performed, although methods differed across countries. In most countries, a representative sample of the population was provided. Some countries could not provide data for home births, although these were very few in number. In eight countries (Finland, Sweden, Norway, Iceland, Ireland, the state of Hesse \[Germany\], Malta, and Chile), no distinction could be made between the absence of the outcome and missing cases, because only the presence of the outcome was recorded, whereas both the absence and the missing cases were recorded as an empty field. A certain amount of missing data is expected, which would result in a lower denominator and therefore a higher incidence of that variable. In some cases, data from countries could not be included for some variables because definitions of variables differed substantially. For instance, postpartum blood loss was categorised in different ways, not as ≥1,000 ml, and any perineal injury was recorded as perineal tear but not subdefined as third and fourth degree perineal tears.

Discussion {#sec024}
==========

In this multinational cross-sectional study, considerable intercountry variation was found for all investigated interventions, even after adjustments for parity, maternal age, ethnicity, maternal BMI, education, and birth weight. The largest variations were found for augmentation of labour, pain relief, episiotomy, instrumental vaginal birth, and CS. Countries with a higher rate of births at ≥42 weeks' gestation had higher rates of births with a spontaneous onset, spontaneous vaginal births among multiparous women, and instrumental vaginal births and had lower rates of induction of labour, prelabour CS, episiotomy among multiparous women, and overall CS. Lower rates of induction of labour, prelabour CS, overall CS, and emergency CS (nulliparous women only) and higher rates of spontaneous vaginal births among multiparous women were found in countries with higher rates of births with a spontaneous onset. In countries with lower rates of out-of-hospital births, the rates of pain medication were lower among nulliparous women. Variation in the overall CS rate was strongly correlated with variation in prelabour CS, and a positive correlation was found between prelabour CS and emergency CS among nulliparous women. We found higher rates of OASI in vaginal births in countries with higher rates of spontaneous vaginal birth among nulliparous women. Higher rates of Apgar score \< 7 were found in countries with higher rates of epidural anaesthesia among nulliparous women and higher rates of spontaneous vaginal births among multiparous women. There was no significant difference in perinatal mortality rates up to 7 days.

Strengths and limitations {#sec025}
-------------------------

This study is comparable to previous studies on variations in childbirth interventions, such as the EURO-PERISTAT reports \[[@pmed.1003103.ref017],[@pmed.1003103.ref018]\], but included more recent data and data at the individual level, used uniform protocols for data analyses, adjusted for confounders, and investigated correlations between outcomes. Although the 13 countries in our study are not a representative sample of all high-income countries, this study is the first large multinational study that made adjustments for population characteristics and focused on correlations between birth characteristics, interventions, and adverse outcomes. Collecting data at the individual level is still very challenging for many countries. A strength of this study is the inclusion of national data, or a representative sample of national data, on full-term singleton births and transparency about missing data. A uniform protocol for data analysis was used and data from most countries were analysed by the same person or in close contact with the principal investigator, increasing comparability of variables between countries. Furthermore, results were double-checked by both the principal investigator and the investigator from the country.

A limitation of this study is that it used routinely collected data, and consequently, the quality of the data varied across countries. Despite extensive recommendations of EURO-PERISTAT \[[@pmed.1003103.ref017],[@pmed.1003103.ref018]\] and the World Health Organization (WHO) \[[@pmed.1003103.ref019]\] on maternal and perinatal indicators and definitions, routinely collected data still vary substantially. In many countries, several recommended indicators, including those that are defined as core indicator by EURO-PERISTAT \[[@pmed.1003103.ref017]--[@pmed.1003103.ref020]\], are missing from routinely collected data sets, and coding of variables such as induction and augmentation of labour and type of CS are inconsistently recorded across countries. Data on maternal characteristics such as ethnicity, BMI, education, and socioeconomic status are missing in several countries, resulting in limitations in adjusting for these potential confounders. Potential maternal confounders other than those in our study, such as smoking, preexisting medical conditions and previous obstetric history, and indications for the use of interventions, are missing in most routinely collected data sets. Comparisons of indications of interventions are important in order to investigate which obstetric practice patterns may have contributed to countries with lower or higher intervention rates.

It is difficult to establish which variables may have been affected by quality issues which may have biased the results. We found some remarkable and unexpected incidences for some variables. It is unlikely, for instance, that in most countries no cases of maternal deaths occurred within the first 7 postpartum days. It is known that maternal mortality is underreported, that definitions differ across countries, and that in some countries, separate registers exist to record maternal mortality and many national registers do not register maternal mortality until 42 days \[[@pmed.1003103.ref021],[@pmed.1003103.ref022]\]. Previous studies recommended that increased attention should be paid to registering maternal morbidity more accurately \[[@pmed.1003103.ref023],[@pmed.1003103.ref024]\]. In addition, low incidences of Apgar score \< 7 in Malta and Chile and PPH in Malta may be a result of underreporting \[[@pmed.1003103.ref025],[@pmed.1003103.ref026]\]. These problems limit interpretability of correlations between intervention rates and adverse outcome rates. Despite existing recommendations on indicator definitions, actions are still required to improve the registration of adverse outcomes across countries \[[@pmed.1003103.ref025],[@pmed.1003103.ref026]\]. Last, the diagnosis of OASI is subjective and subject to the knowledge and experience of the care provider. High OASI rates can be a signal of overdiagnosis \[[@pmed.1003103.ref027]\], whereas low rates may indicate underdiagnosis \[[@pmed.1003103.ref028]\]. Hence, uniform means of diagnosing OASI across countries are required.

In eight countries, missing data were not recorded as a separate category within a variable, which may have led to underestimations of incidences in these countries. This problem has previously been described \[[@pmed.1003103.ref016]\] but is still present in Finland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Iceland, Ireland, the state of Hesse (Germany), Malta, and Chile. This may have particularly influenced population characteristics and adverse outcomes and, to a lesser extent, intervention rates.

Implications and recommendations {#sec026}
--------------------------------

### Adverse outcomes and their correlations {#sec027}

Our results indicate a correlation between countries having a higher rate of spontaneous vaginal births among nulliparous women and a higher rate of OASI in vaginal births. This may be explained by the fact that women with a higher risk of sphincter rupture (e.g., carrying macrosomic babies) may give birth vaginally in these countries but by CS in other countries. At the population level, the negative impact of increasing CS rates on women's health has to be balanced against the possible benefits of reducing the generally low rate of OASI even further. Implementing interventions with the least possible harm to prevent the occurrence of OASI is recommended---for example, the use of warm compresses during the second stage of labour, which is still not used in many cases despite evidence of beneficial effect \[[@pmed.1003103.ref029]\].

Rates of epidural anaesthesia among nulliparous women and rates of spontaneous vaginal births among multiparous women were positively correlated with rates of Apgar score \< 7 at 5 minutes. Experimental studies did not show a causal relationship between epidural anaesthesia and low Apgar scores \[[@pmed.1003103.ref030]\], but observational studies are not consistent in reporting correlations between epidural anaesthesia and Apgar score \< 7 \[[@pmed.1003103.ref031],[@pmed.1003103.ref032]\]. Besides, doses of epidural anaesthetics were not recorded and could have had some influence, and Apgar score may be underreported in some countries. Whereas CS can lead to improved perinatal outcomes when medically indicated, it may not improve perinatal outcomes when performed without medical indication \[[@pmed.1003103.ref033]\]. Previous literature does not suggest that high rates of CS result in better perinatal outcomes \[[@pmed.1003103.ref034]\]. Our results, suggesting that lower rates of epidural anaesthesia and spontaneous vaginal births on a national level may be negatively correlated with an Apgar score \< 7, should be interpreted with caution. Further research is required to investigate these correlations.

Country policies, attitudes, and uptake of termination of pregnancy (TOP), both elective and for fetal complications, vary between countries. TOPs are more common among mothers who have unplanned pregnancies, are in unfavourable socioeconomic situations, are younger, and have major congenital anomalies, all of which are associated with adverse obstetric and fetal outcomes. In this study, characteristics of pregnancies ending in TOP were not included. Although variation in perinatal mortality rates was statistically not significant, it is conceivable that countries where TOP is restricted or illegal in 2013 (such as Ireland, Malta, and Chile) will experience higher rates of perinatal mortality.

### Childbirth interventions {#sec028}

Adjustments for ethnicity, additional to adjustments for parity and maternal age, changed the ORs for augmentation of labour, episiotomy for vaginal births, and OASI. Countries with higher rates of women with a minority ethnicity or with a higher BMI had lower rates of episiotomy and higher rates of augmentation of labour, which led to changes in rankings. Our results indicate that BMI and ethnicity are explanatory factors in intercountry variation of augmentation of labour and episiotomy, but other population characteristics do not explain the variation, and population characteristics do not explain variation in other interventions or adverse outcomes. Besides, the variation in perinatal mortality rates did not reach statistical significance. Our study shows that univariable analyses and multivariable analyses with adjustments for population characteristics are essential when comparing rates of interventions and adverse outcome between countries.

Although the rates of spontaneous vaginal birth were positively correlated with OASI rates, we did not find a correlation between the rates of instrumental vaginal birth and OASI rates. This can be explained by the very low instrumental birth rates in some countries. However, if instrumental births were performed more frequently, the excessively high rate of CS in these countries is likely to be reduced considerably. This is supported by other studies that found a negative correlation between instrumental birth rates and CS rates \[[@pmed.1003103.ref035]\]. In countries with the lowest instrumental birth rates, the highest prelabour and overall CS rates were found. Besides, the CS rate in the USA and Chile was higher among multiparous women than among nulliparous women. This indicates that percentages of vaginal birth after CS (VBAC) are low. Both instrumental vaginal births and VBACs are important in promoting vaginal births and decreasing CS rates \[[@pmed.1003103.ref035],[@pmed.1003103.ref036]\].

Our finding of higher intervention rates in countries with very low incidences of births beyond 42 weeks' gestation should be interpreted with some caution, because the methods for assessing gestational age may differ between countries. Nevertheless, this result suggests that intervening in the process of pregnancy and childbirth is more common in some countries, without this being explained by differences in population characteristics. We expected that higher rates of prelabour CS would be correlated with lower rates of emergency intrapartum CS, but we found the opposite. Besides, higher rates of induction of labour were not correlated with lower prelabour CS rates. As a result, in some countries, just over half of all women had a spontaneous onset of labour, as opposed to 80% in other countries.

Factors that may be associated with decisions to intervene in labour include economic, psychological, organisational, and cultural \[[@pmed.1003103.ref037]\]. First of all, differences in healthcare between countries are influenced by differences in the financial models of reimbursing healthcare \[[@pmed.1003103.ref037]\]. Financial incentives play an important role in, for example, CS rates \[[@pmed.1003103.ref038]\].

Besides social history, developments in attitudes towards childbirth over time and differences in education of care providers \[[@pmed.1003103.ref039]--[@pmed.1003103.ref041]\] influence the working environment, as well as care providers' attitudes towards physiological birth and risk management \[[@pmed.1003103.ref042]--[@pmed.1003103.ref044]\]. A working environment where childbirth is seen as a very risky event is conducive to intervening more \[[@pmed.1003103.ref042]--[@pmed.1003103.ref044]\]. This is endorsed by our findings that indicate differences in the birth culture---namely, high CS rates in countries with mainly low instrumental vaginal birth rates; higher intervention rates in countries with lower rates of births beyond 42 weeks; higher rates of interventions in countries with more hospital births; lower rates of episiotomy in countries with more spontaneous vaginal births; and a positive correlation between prelabour CS and emergency intrapartum CS rates. A major focus on prevention of adverse outcomes and a birth culture in which childbirth is seen as a very risky event can lead to higher rates of interventions \[[@pmed.1003103.ref042]--[@pmed.1003103.ref044]\]. In cultures with generally lower intervention rates, higher rates of instrumental vaginal births and VBACs and more advanced gestational ages at birth were found \[[@pmed.1003103.ref035],[@pmed.1003103.ref036]\]. Birth cultures and values in the wider society play an important role in intercountry variation \[[@pmed.1003103.ref039]--[@pmed.1003103.ref041]\] and influence women's preferences as well. On the other hand, women's preferences have less influence on the rate of episiotomy, which also varies considerably across countries. Although the episiotomy rate is declining worldwide, the decline has been faster in Sweden, Denmark, and Iceland \[[@pmed.1003103.ref045]\]. This has resulted in much lower episiotomy rates in these countries compared with many others.

Views and attitudes towards childbirth, as well as the history of maternal healthcare, can also, to an extent, be reflected in national guidelines. Differences in national guidelines can lead to variations in intervention rates. However, the existence of comparable guidelines between countries has not yet led to equal quality of care \[[@pmed.1003103.ref046]\]. Studies on regional variations in countries with national guidelines also showed large variations between regions making use of the same guidelines \[[@pmed.1003103.ref047],[@pmed.1003103.ref048]\]. This may be explained by differences in adherence to, and interpretation of, international and national guidelines. Implementation of international guidelines is an important step in achieving optimal use of interventions and equal quality of care for all women. This effort has been assisted by the release of the recommendations in 'Intrapartum care for a positive childbirth experience' by WHO \[[@pmed.1003103.ref049]\].

This study highlights strikingly high and low intervention rates and contributes to the debate on under- and overuse of interventions \[[@pmed.1003103.ref002],[@pmed.1003103.ref004],[@pmed.1003103.ref049]\]. The major international variation in the use of childbirth interventions found in our study is consistent with previous studies \[[@pmed.1003103.ref007]--[@pmed.1003103.ref010]\] and has been the subject of concern for years \[[@pmed.1003103.ref010]\]. Recent studies advocate a paradigm shift towards reducing unnecessarily high intervention rates and encouraging implementation of supportive preventive care \[[@pmed.1003103.ref050]--[@pmed.1003103.ref052]\]. Overuse of interventions is not only a problem in high-income countries; inequities in care for women occur in certain subpopulations in countries of all income levels, resulting in some women receiving too few interventions while others in the same country receive interventions too frequently \[[@pmed.1003103.ref002]\]. Further studies should focus on the barriers to reducing unnecessarily high intervention rates, reducing inequities in maternal healthcare, reporting differences in indications for childbirth interventions, and examining the influence of the healthcare system on rates of interventions and care processes. The evidence from this international study and other studies should be used to implement recommendations for national data registration and to improve comparability of international data \[[@pmed.1003103.ref024]\].

To make further research possible, national data from all countries should be uniformly recorded and available for research, without being hindered by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 2018, with agreements on the standards used to define indicators. Besides, it is recommended that medical indications are recorded in routinely collected data with sufficient detail to ensure valid comparisons \[[@pmed.1003103.ref053]\]. Moreover, a crucial step in the improvement of maternity and perinatal healthcare is that care providers and policy makers implement evidence-based interventions to decrease inequity in maternal healthcare \[[@pmed.1003103.ref002]\].

In conclusion, this study found large variation in the use of interventions that cannot be explained solely by population and clinical differences, with the largest variation being for augmentation of labour, pain relief, episiotomy, instrumental vaginal birth, and CS. Although adjustments for population characteristics did not result in large changes, two variable rankings changed, indicating that adjustments are important when comparing rates between countries. No statistically significant variation was found for perinatal mortality. Higher rates of interventions were correlated with lower rates of births beyond 42 weeks' of gestation, and higher rates of prelabour CS were correlated with higher rates of emergency intrapartum CS. This study contributes to the debate about optimal rates of childbirth interventions and shows limitations in the quality of the available national data. To facilitate a valid comparison of healthcare between countries, national data collection needs to be improved and standardised. Implementation of evidence-based guidelines in practice is a crucial step in optimising the use of interventions. This step is urgently needed to reduce intrapartum interventions that do not have beneficial maternal or neonatal outcomes and improve the quality of maternity care around the world.
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